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drive intends to destroy· the central farm marketing mechanism, 
the cooperative. 

Under the guise of- "anti-trust" probes', the coordinated 
watergating of farm. coops is directed by H.J. Heinz Ill's ," House 
Republican Task Force on Anti trust and r·1onopoly Problems. II The 
task force's first target was lithe food industry." " After all," 
said Heinz, "who should know it better than I?" 

Heinz, a Republican congressman from Pittsburgh, is the son 
of H.J. Heinz II, chairman of the multi-billion dollar food com
pany and a prominent spokesman for Rockefeller's mass starvation 
World Food Conference held in Rome earlier this month. 

The task force was behind the months- long attack on the 
Associated Milk Producers, Inc., an attack that emerged from the 
original CIA Watergating of the Nixon administration. 

Currently, the task force is taking the National Broiler 
Marketing Association and the Central California Lettuce Produc
ers to task in an attempt to strip them of their anti-trust 
exemption. 

The farm cooperatives walk a fine line legally: They are 
exempt from the traditional anti-trust rulings, but at the same 
time they are forbidden to engage in " other monopolistic prac
tices." 

The "anti-monopoly " attack is aimed to destroy every vestige 
of an independent farm marketing mechanism. This destruction of 
the agricultural infrastructure is preparation for bringing 
what's left of U.S. farm production and distribution under cen
tra lized Rockefeller control. 

DAIRYLEA GOONS EJECT LABOR PARTY ORGANIZERS 

Nov. 25 (IPS)--Goons ejected U.S. Labor Party organizers from 
tonight's meeting of Dairylea Cooperative members in Middleburg, 
New York. Most farmers attending were in a desperate mood--many 
of them drunk--since Dairylea had just decided to assess its 
members a total of $18.6 million to make up its huge deficit. 
The farmers' rage has been diverted, in many cases, into swinish, 
anti-labor sentiments, typified by one farmer's comment: " You're 
from labor • • • •  HOl.., much will a worker pay for my mi lk?" 

Those farmers, however, who paused for a briefing by Labor 
Party organizers on how Rockefeller engineered the farm credit 
squeeze immediately bought copies of New Solidarity. They wanted 
to read more about how the present pitting of farmers against 
worker-consumers can be overcome through the Labor Party's cam
paign for an emergency farm debt moratorium and expanded food 
production. 
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Pete Schuyler, who appeared to have been briefed in advance 
on the Labor Party by Dairylea top officials, led the expulsion 
of Labor Party organizers. This is the second Dairylea meeting 
from which organizers h ave been excluded, indicating that Dairy
lea officials are playing a criminal role in "protecting" their 
members from the only kind of organizing which can halt the col
lapse of dairy farming. 
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